
WHAT ARE WALKER CORROSION GUARDS ?
Walker Corrosion Guards are covers that wrap around your AIRSEP air filter using an exclusive patented
design that seals out moist salt laden air, and helps protect your engine air intakes and internal 
components. 

WALKER CORROSION GUARDS

WHY DO I NEED THEM ?
The marine environment is one of the harshest on earth. 
Salt air, condensation, and the natural heating and cooling 
cycles of machinery team up and start the corrosion process 
soon after your engines are shut down...within a few days.

Walker Corrosion Guards are designed to form a barrier at your AIRSEP air filter, and help prevent the wet,
salty air from entering your engine air intake, turbo chargers, and combustion air passageways when your
engine is not in use. By sealing out the corrosive marine elements, you can sleep at night knowing you have 
done everything you can to protect your yacht investment.
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Internal Component Corrosion is a major threat to your engine.

Protecting your engine INSIDE and out.
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BENEFITS:
- Reduces chance of internal component corrosion.

- Reduces  intrusion of  WET SALTY AIR to your engine.

- Improves engine longevity.

- Helps Reduce occurrence of corrosion related repairs.

- Protects your AIRSEP air filter when boat is not in use.

- Helps protect turbo chargers, and internal components from corrosive elements.

20-1220

WHAT SIZE DO I NEED?: 

9x9   Taper  Fits 9x9 Tapered Air Filter (Package of 2 Covers)       Part# 20-1220
 
9x12 Taper  Fits 9x12 Tapered Air Filter         (Package of 2 Covers)       Part# 20-1221

10x14 Taper  Fits 10x14 Tapered Air Filter       (Package of 2 Covers) Part# 20-1224

Tote Bag  #12          Storage bag fits 9x9 or 9x12 Covers              Part# 20-1022

Tote Bag  #14 Storage bag fits 10x14 Covers     Part# 20-1023

Order direct from Walker Engineering or through your local Walker AIRSEP dealer.
(10x14 for Series 60 and 2000 engines available late fall, 2006)

(Other sizes available by special order only through Walker Engineering).

NOTE: Corrosion Guards are only to be used on engines that are not running. Starting
or attempting to start your engine with covers installed is not recommended, and may 
damage your air filter or other components.
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